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BY 
BENNY TEO

Built for the mid-handicap player, 
the Honma 747P is made from 17-4 
carbon steel cast set up is a blend 
of mid-sized heads with a cavity 
back and thin top line, preferred 
by better players.

With mid-width soles and hosels 
built 4mm shorter, it offers a lower 
centre of gravity for better launch and reduces 
tendencies to slice.

There is also a 20-gram tungsten weight in the sole area 
that is unobstrusively hidden and helps position the CG for 
better shots even for off-centred hits. To further the case 
for forgiveness, the carbon 3D badge at the back of the 
clubhead serves not just an aesthetic purpose but also 
to absorb vibrations and give each shot a ‘dampened’ 
sound that feels like it has been hit flush.

• Available at Honma Golf store at Wheelock 
Place #03-03As.

For players who want the feel and sleekness of 
forged clubs, Honma’s 747Vx forged irons are a sight 
to behold. 

Crafted in satin finish with just a hint of high-
chrome framing the upper edges of the rear cavity, 
there is a 10-gram tungsten weight in the toe of the 
clubhead to reduce mishits by increasing total 
centre of gravity zone.

With a neck shortened by 3mm from standard 
length, that also translates to a low, deep 
centre of gravity that results in longer hits 
and noticeably higher trajectory. To that 
end, like the 747P series, the lofts have been 
strengthened. 

And while it is a forged club, it does offers 
a deeper cavity than others in this category, 

and thus more forgiving as well, which is great 
for those off-2days with lesser than perfect ball 

striking.

• Available at Honma Golf store at Wheelock Place 
#03-03As.

CNCPT CP-01 AND CP-02 BY TITLEIST

HONMA 747P HONMA 747Vx

Created solely for the better player who nevertheless seeks 
forgiveness, the RS series consist of one cavity backed 
and one forged iron setup, termed RS and RS Forged 
respectively.

For the RS irons, a thin L cup maraging face and backside 
grooves helps to enhance feel while at the same time, a 
vibration absorbing foam called “Flash One” produces a 
soft, cushioning impact. 

The RS Forged is not a bladed club. It also utlises the Flash 
One foam behind a maraging face but has a muscle back in 
place of a cavity for a more traditional player’s feel.

• Available at selected MST Golf stores.

PRGR RS AND RS FORGED

A unqiue offering by the world’s most popular players’ clubs, CNCPT, 
otherwise known as ‘Concept’, is born with a challenge posed to the 
brand’s top engineering minds: “What if they had limitless resource to 
use materials and processes never before used in golf to produce a series 
of irons?”

The answer? The new CNCPT CP-01 and CP-02 irons featuring the 
thinnest unsupported, constant-thickness face in golf clubs, made 
possible only through the use of a rare, super strong alloy never before 
used in club manufacturing.

CP-01 is a cavity backed option that is more forgiving while CP-02 is a 
bladed club. Both are fortified by extraordinary amounts of high-density 
tungsten – making up nearly 50 per cent of the total head weight in the 
lower lofts – to produce higher launch, greater distance and the most 
generous impact possible.

• Available at all authorised Titleist outlets.


